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Abstract. We study alternative tableaux, which are a nice form of the per-
mutation tableaux introduced by Postnikov. We exhibit a simple recursive
structure for alternative tableaux, which has a number of interesting enumer-
ative results.We give simple bijections of these tableaux with certain classes of
trees, which themselves are in bijections with permutations.

Introduction

Alternative tableaux are certain �llings of Ferrers diagrams introduced by Xavier
Viennot, and in simple bijection with permutation tableaux introduced by Post-
nikov [13] in his study of the totally positive part of the grassmannian. These
permutation tableaux have been considered already by many authors,

Alternative tableaux encode in a certain way the stationary distribution of a
certain Markov process from statistical physics, the Asymmetric Simple Exclusion
Process, or ASEP. Their study is thus a natural starting point in order to under-
stand the general form of this stationary distribution: formulas for the probabilities
have been �rst computed by Sasamoto, Uchiyama and Wadati [17]. Their formulas
involve the famous Askey-Wilson orthogonal polynomials. An understanding of
alternative tableaux is certainly a key to get a better grasp of these polynomials,
for which no combinatorial interpretation is known.

Another line of research is related to permutations of integers; the starting point
here is that permutation tableaux of size n are counted simply by n!. They were
�rst studied from a combinatorial point of view in [16], in which a bijection between
these tableaux and permutations of {1, . . . , n} was studied in detail. Since then,
numerous other bijections have been described [2, 3, 18]. These tableaux also
showed up in the work of Lam and Williams [11] where permutation tableaux were
shown to �t naturally into the type A case of the classi�cation of Coxeter systems.

The core of this article is Section 2, in which we show that alternative tableaux
admit a natural recursive structure which is best expressed when considering al-
ternative tableaux as labeled objects. These structural results are then applied in
the following sections, �rst by giving enumerative results in a very straightforward
manner, and then by encoding the recursive decomposition by certain classes of
labeled trees, which are then themselves in bijection with permutations.

Let us give a more precise outline of the paper. We introduce some elemen-
tary de�nitions and properties concerning alternative and permutation tableaux in
Section 1. We then give our main results relative to the structure of alternative
tableaux in Section 2, the recursive structure being a consequence of Proposition
2.3 and Theorem 2.9 in particular. Using this decomposition, we prove several enu-
meration results in Section 3: this gives in particular elementary proofs of certain
results of [3, 6, 11], as well as some new results. We then describe how the recur-
sive decomposition is naturally associated with certain labeled trees in Section 4.
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Finally we exhibit in Section 5 a bijection from alternative tableaux to permuta-
tions, and stress its connection to bijections which have already appeared in the
literature.

1. Tableaux

1.1. Shapes and tableaux. We call shape a staircase diagram (also called Ferrers
shape) with possible empty rows or columns, cf. Figure 1. The length of a shape is
the number of rows plus the number of columns of the shape. Note that a shape is
determined by its south east border, which is the path from the top right corner of
the shape to its bottom left corner; it is the path labeled by the integers 1, 2, . . . 13
on the left of Figure 1. There are thus 2n shapes of length n, since one can choose
to go down or left at each step.
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Figure 1. A shape with its standard labeling.

Rows and columns of shapes will be labeled by integers in the following manner:
let S be a shape of length n, and L = {i1 < i2 < . . . < in} a set of integers.
Then S is labeled by L if the numbers i` are attached to the rows and columns, in
increasing order following the south east border of S from top right to bottom left.
If L = {1, . . . , n}, then we say that S has the standard labeling ; this is the case
of the shape of Figure 1. Note that although the labeling is always de�ned with
respect to the south east border, we will actually write the labels on the top and
left side for an improved readability, as shown on the right of Figure 1.

Given a labeled shape, we will sometimes say row i or column j when we actually
refer to the row with the label i or the column with the label j. Then the cell lying
at the intersection of row i and column j is denoted by (i, j), where we have i < j
necessarily by de�nition of the labelings.

We now de�ne two possible ways to �ll these shapes, called permutation tableaux
and alternative tableaux: the two are in bijection by Viennot's Theorem 1.1. What
we will show in this paper is that it is better to study alternative tableaux when it
comes to discover the intrinsic structure of these combinatorial objects.

De�nition 1 (Permutation tableau). A permutation tableau T is a shape with a
�lling of each of its cells by 0 or 1 such that the following properties hold: (i) each
column contains at least one 1, and (ii) there is no cell �lled by a 0 which has
simultaneously a 1 above it in the same column and a 1 to its left in the same row.

Note that permutation tableaux cannot have any empty columns because of the
�rst condition. A 0 in a permutation tableau is restricted if there is a 1 above it
in the same column; it is rightmost restricted if it is the rightmost such 0 in its
row. A row is unrestricted if it does not contain a restricted 0. A 1 is super�uous
if, somewhere above it in the same column, there is another cell containing a 1. A
permutation tableau is represented on the left of Figure 2; lines 0, 4, 11 and 13 are
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unrestricted, the cells in the top row �lled by 1 appear in columns 1, 2, 5 and 12,
and there are four super�uous ones in cells (4, 5), (4, 12) and (11, 12).

De�nition 2 (Alternative tableau). An alternative tableau is a shape with a partial
�lling of the cells with left arrows ← and up arrows ↑, such that all cells left of a
left arrow, or above an up arrow are empty. In other words, all cells pointed by an
arrow must be empty.

In an alternative tableau, a free row is a row with no left arrow, and a free
column is a column with no up arrow. Thus rows (respectively columns) that are
not free are in bijection with left (resp. up) arrows. A free cell is a cell which is not
�lled, and such that there exists no left arrow to its right and no up arrow under
it; in other words, the cell is empty and no arrow points toward it. We will let
frow(T ), fcol(T ) and fcell(T ) denote the number of free rows, free columns and
free cells of a given tableau. On the tableau T0 represented on the right of Figure
2, the free rows are 4, 11 and 13 while the free columns are 1, 2, 5 and 12. There are
four free cells, namely(4, 5), (4, 12), (7, 8) and (11, 12). Thus we have frow(T0) = 3
and fcol(T0) = fcell(T0) = 4.

We can now state the fundamental result of Xavier Viennot, showing that alter-
native tableaux are actually a new simple encoding of permutation tableaux:

Theorem 1.1 ([19]). There is a bijection α between permutation tableaux of length
n+ 1 and alternative tableaux of length n. If P is labeled by L, and L′ is the set L
minus its smallest element, then we label α(P ) by L′, and we have:

• columns of P with a 1 in their top row correspond to free columns of α(P );
• unrestricted rows of P (the top one excepted) correspond to free rows of
α(P ),

• and cells of P �lled with super�uous 1 correspond to free cells of α(P ).

Proof: We just give a description of the bijection and its inverse, and refer to [19]
for more details about the proof. Given a permutation tableau P , transform all
non super�uous 1 to up arrows, and all rightmost restricted 0 to left arrows; then
erase all the remaining 0 and 1, and �nally remove the �rst row from P ; the result
is α(P ). An illustration is given on Figure 2.

For the inverse bijection, given an alternative tableau T , add a new top row on
top of it, and �ll by 1 all cells of this row that lie above a free column of T ; then
change all up arrows and free cells to 1, and all remaining cells to 0. The resulting
tableau is α(−1)(T ). �
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Figure 2. Bijection between permutation tableaux and alterna-
tive tableaux.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the ASEP model

1.2. Alternative tableaux and the ASEP. An important application of per-
mutation tableaux, due to Corteel and Williams in a series of papers [4, 5, 6], is
related to a certain model of statistical mechanics, the ASEP: we will brie�y talk
about some of the connections. The ASEP model(Asymmetric Simple Exclusion
Process) is a model that can be described as the following Markov chain (see [7]).
Let α, β, γ, δ, q be real numbers in [0, 1], and n a nonnegative integer. The states of
the Markov chain are the 2n words of length n on the symbols ◦ and •. Positions in
the words represent sites, which can be either empty (◦) or occupied by a particle
(•). The transition probabilities p(s1, s2) between two states s1 and s2 model the
way particles can jump from site to site, enter or exit the system:

• If s1 = A • ◦B and s2 = A ◦ •B, then p(s1, s2) = 1
n+1 and p(s2, s1) = q

n+1 .

• If s1 = A• and s2 = A◦, then p(s1, s2) = β and p(s2, s1) = δ.
• If s1 = ◦B and s2 = •B, then p(s1, s2) = α and p(s2, s1) = γ.
• If s1 6= s2 do not correspond to any of these cases, then we set p(s1, s2) = 0.
• Finally, we have naturally p(s1, s1) = 1−

∑
s2 6=s1 .p(s1, s2).

The model is simple because there can be at most one particle in each site. We
illustrate schematically this model in Figure 3.

It was shown by Derrida et al.[9] that this model has a unique stationary distribu-
tion, and that moreover this distribution could be computed through the following
Matrix Ansatz: suppose that we can �nd two matrices D,E, a column vector V
and a row vector W such that the following relations hold:

(1.1)


DE = qED +D + E

(βD − δE)V = V

W (αE − γD) = W

Now let s be a state of the ASEP, and let s(E,D) be the word of length n in D
and E obtained through the substitutions • 7→ D, ◦ 7→ E: for instance, the state
◦ • • ◦ • is associated to the word EDDED. Then Derrida et al show :

Proposition 1.2. If D,E, V,W satisfy the relations (1.1), and words in D,E are
interpreted as matrix products, the probability Pn(s) to be in state s in is given by

(1.2) Pn(s) =
Ws(E,D)V

Zn
with Zn = W (D + E)nV

If we have a word w in the letters E and D, we can create a shape by reading the
word from left to right and interpreting each D as a south step and each E as an
east step, thus de�ning the south east boundary of a shape λ(w); for instance the
shape of Figure 1 is associated to the word EEDDEDDEEDDED; if s is a state
of the ASEP, we will write simply λ(s) for the shape λ(s(E,D)). Now we can state
the connection with alternative tableaux, �rst noticed by Corteel and Williams in
a series of papers [4, 5] and expressed in terms of permutation tableaux, and later
reformulated by Viennot [19] in the following way:

Proposition 1.3. If D,E are matrices that verify the �rst relation in (1.1), and
w = w(E,D) is any word in E,D, then we have the following identity:
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w =
∑
T

qfcell(T )Efcol(T )Dfrow(T )

where the sum is over all alternative tableaux of shape λ(w).

In [9] it was in fact shown that in the case γ = δ = 0 there exists matrices D,E
verifying (1.1). But note that in this particular case, the vectors W and V become
respectively left and right eigenvectors for D and E. So from Propositions 1.2 and
1.3 we obtain the following:

Corollary 1.4. When γ = δ = 0 we have:

Pn(s) =

∑
T of shape λ(s) q

fcell(T )α−fcol(T )β−frow(T )∑
T of size n q

fcell(T )α−fcol(T )β−frow(T )

In the ASEP model where γ, δ are general but q = 1, Corteel and Williams found
a similar expression for the stationary probabilities in terms of certain enriched
alternative tableaux, see Corollary 4.2 in [6], by slightly generalizing the Matrix
Ansatz.

2. The structure of alternative tableaux

This section is the core of this work. We exhibit a natural recursive structure on
alternative tableaux.

2.1. First properties of alternative tableaux. We note A(n) the set of alter-
native tableaux of length n, and Ai,j(n) those with i free rows and j free columns.
We also denote by Ai,∗(n) and A∗,j(n) the tableaux having i free rows and j free
columns respectively.

2.1.1. Transposition. We note tr the operation of transposing a tableau, which is
the re�ection against the main diagonal, i.e. the line going south east from the top
left corner; in this re�ection, we naturally exchange up and left arrows. We have
the following immediate result, which we state as a proposition for future reference:

Proposition 2.1. Transposition is an involution on alternative tableaux. For all
n, i, j ≥ 0,it exchanges Ai,j(n) and Aj,i(n).

In fact it is easily checked that the transposition operation coincides with the
involution I de�ned in Section 7 of [5] for permutation tableaux: more precisely,
if P is a permutation tableau, then we have tr ◦ α(P ) = α ◦ I(P ), where α is
the bijection between permutation tableaux and alternative tableaux of Theorem
1.1. Note then that the trivial result on alternative tableaux from Proposition 2.1
demanded a much greater e�ort in [5] where the authors worked with permutation
tableaux.

2.1.2. Packed tableaux. As already noticed, the arrows of a tableau are in bijection
with its non free rows and columns. This implies immediately that the tableaux
in Ai,j(n) have exactly n − i − j arrows. The maximum of n arrows, i.e. the case
i = j = 0, cannot actually be attained if n > 0: indeed, if for instance a tableau
has no free row, then the leftmost column of this tableau cannot contain any up
arrow and thus is free. A total of n−1 arrows in a tableau can actually be reached,
and in fact constitutes a fundamental class of tableaux as we will see:

De�nition 3 (Packed tableau). A packed tableau of length n > 0 is a tableau with
n− 1 arrows. Equivalently, it is a member of either A0,1(n) or A1,0(n).

In fact, the following proposition shows that the unique free column of a tableau
in A0,1(n) is necessarily the leftmost one:
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Proposition 2.2. If n > 1 and T is a tableau in A0,1(n), the top left cell c of T
contains a left arrow.

Proof: First note that the tableau T has at least one cell (so that c is well de�ned)
since tableaux with no cells have at least one free row or two free columns (note
that we chose n > 1). T has no free rows, so there is a left arrow in the top row
in particular. The column where this arrow lies is necessary free, because any up
arrow in it would violate the alternative tableau property. But the leftmost column
of T is also free, because the presence of any up arrow in it would force the row
where this arrow lies to be free, which is excluded. As T has just one free column,
this implies that c contains indeed a left arrow. �

By transposition, the top left cell of tableaux in A1,0(n), n > 1 is �lled by an up
arrow. But there is a simpler way to go bijectively from A0,1(n) to A1,0(n) when
n > 1: simply change the �lling of the cell in the top left corner from ← to ↑. This
also explains why we decided to call these two sets of tableaux with the same name:
up to this arrow and the case n = 1, they are identical.

2.1.3. Cutting rows and columns.

De�nition 4 (cutc and cutr). For a nonempty alternative tableau with at least
one column and no empty rows, we note cutc the operation of deleting its leftmost
column (so that all row lengths decrease by one); we de�ne cutr similarly for deleting
the topmost row.

When the tableau from which we start is labeled, we obtain naturally a labeled
tableau as a result by simply keeping the labels of the remaining rows and columns
in each case. This is illustrated on Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Cutting the �rst row of a tableau.

Given a tableau T in A, add a new top row, and �ll by up arrows all cells in this
row that lie above the free columns of T ; this construction will be called blockc to
re�ect the fact that no free column remains after its application. We de�ne blockr
symmetrically. Then we have the following properties:

Proposition 2.3. For all i, n ≥ 0, the operation cutr is a bijection between
Ai+1,0(n + 1) and Ai,∗(n); its inverse is blockc. For all j, n ≥ 0, the operation
cutc is a bijection between A0,j+1(n+ 1) and A∗,j(n); its inverse is blockr.

Proof: We just prove the claim concerning cutr, the one for cutc being equivalent
after transposition. Tableaux in Ai+1,0(n + 1) have no empty columns (because
such columns are free), and their �rst row is free, since a left arrow in a cell from
this row would force the corresponding column to be free. This shows that the
restrictions of cutr and blockc are well de�ned. It is immediate that cutr ◦ blockc is
the identity on Ai,∗(n). Now given a tableau T in Ai+1,0(n+ 1), we noticed that it
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has no left arrows in its top row, and that the up arrows in this row occur exactly
in columns that are free in cutr(T ). This implies that blockc ◦ cutr is the identity
on Ai+1,0(n+ 1), and the proposition is proved. �

If we do the union of the sets above for all i and for all j respectively, we get
bijections between A∗,0(n+ 1) and A(n), and between A0,∗(n+ 1) and A(n). The
special cases i = 0 and j = 0 are also of interest, and we get the following corollary:

Corollary 2.4. For all n ≥ 0, the operation cutr is a bijection between A∗,0(n+ 1)
and A(n), and between A1,0(n+1) and A0,∗(n); cutc is a bijection between A0,∗(n+
1) and A(n), and between A0,1(n + 1) and A∗,0(n). Therefore for all n ≥ 0, we
have

(2.1) A(n) = A0,∗(n+ 1) = A∗,0(n+ 1) = A0,1(n+ 2) = A1,0(n+ 2)

2.2. Splitting a tableau. Now we exhibit a more complicated decomposition,
which can be traced back to the last part of Burstein's work [2]. Nevertheless in his
work Burstein did not exhibit a complete recursive decomposition, mainly because
he was working with permutation tableaux which are less easy to manipulate than
alternative tableaux.

Let T be an alternative tableau of size n, labeled by L, and i0 be the label of
one of its free rows (we suppose there is such a row). We compute iteratively a set
of labels T (i0) in the following way: �rst we set X := {i0}. Then we add to X all
columns j such that there is an arrow in the cell (i0, j). Afterwards, we add to X
all rows i such that there is an arrow in (i, j) for one of the columns j in X added
at a previous stage. And so on, we keep adding row and column labels alternatively
until there are no new rows or columns to add. The procedure is �nite since the
set L is �nite, and in the end we set T (i0) := X.

Example: consider the free row labeled 4 in the alternative tableau T0 on the
right of Figure 2; so T0(4) contains 4. Now the cell (4, 9) is the only cell on row 4
containing an up arrow, so we add 9 to the set T0(4). In this column 9 there are
two left arrow in cells (6, 9) and (7, 9), so T0(4) contains also the row labels 6 and
7. There is no other arrow on row 7, and there is one on row 6 in the cell (6, 8), so
8 also belongs to T0(4). Since there is no other arrow in column 7, we have �nally
T0(4) = {4, 6, 7, 8, 9}.

Another equivalent characterization of T (i0) is the following, which we take as
a de�nition:

De�nition 5 (the label subset T (i0)). Given a tableau T labeled by L and a free
row or column i0 ∈ L, T (i0) is the smallest set X ⊆ L (wrt. inclusion) which
contains i0, and is such that, for every cell (i, j) �lled by an arrow, i belongs to X
if and only if j belongs to X.

If Free(T ) stands for the set of labels of free rows and columns of T , then we
have a collection of subsets of L given by {T (k), k ∈ Free(T )}.

Lemma 2.5. Let T ∈ A, and k ∈ Free(T ). Then the elements of T (k) other than
k label non free rows and columns of T .

Proof: By the iterative de�nition of T (k), a row label i 6= k belongs to T (k) if
there exists a column label j ∈ T (k) and a left arrow in the cell (i, j). In particular,
row i is not free in T . The proof is similar for column labels. �

Lemma 2.6. Let T be a tableau labeled by L. Then the sets T (k), k ∈ Free(T )
form a partition of L.
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Proof: Suppose �rst that there exists an integer p in L that does not belong to any
subset T (k). We assume without loss of generality that p is the label of a row, and
choose the minimal such p. First, p cannot label a free row (since it would belong
to T (p)) so there exists j > p such that (p, j) contains a left arrow←. Now j is not
the label of a free column, since otherwise p would belong to T (j); so there exists
a row label p′ such that (p′, j) contains an up arrow ↑. We have p′ < p because
otherwise the up arrow in (p, j) would point towards the up arrow in (p′, j) . But
then p′ belongs to a set T (k) by minimality of p, which entails that j and p also
belong to this set, which contradicts the hypothesis that p belongs to no such set.

We have thus shown that the sets T (k), k ∈ Free(T ) cover L, we now have to
prove that they are disjoint. Let p belong to a set T (k); we will show that we can
uniquely determine k from p. If p is free, then k = p because there is only one
free row or column in T (k) by Lemma 2.5. Now suppose p is not free, and let us
assume that p labels a row: there exists a (necessarily unique) column j ∈ T (k)
with (p, j) containing a left arrow. Now if j is free, we know that k = j and we are
done. Otherwise we have an up arrow in (i, j) for a unique i ∈ T (k). If i is free,
then k = i and we are done, otherwise we continue this process, and stop until we
hit upon a free row or column, and we know this is the index k. To conclude, we
just need to be sure that the process will end: this is indeed the case because the
row labels that we encounter are strictly decreasing (and the column labels strictly
increasing). �

Now given a tableau T with label set L, and any subset A ⊆ L, one can form a
new tableau by selecting in T only the rows and columns with labels in A:

De�nition 6 (T [A] and T [k]). Let T be a tableau labeled by L, and A ⊆ L. The
tableau T [A] is de�ned as the tableau labeled by A, where l labels a row in T [A] if
it labels a row in T , and such that the cell (i, j) ∈ T [A] has the same �lling as the
cell (i, j) in T . We write T [k] := T [T (k)] for simplicity if k is a free row or a free
column.

Then from Lemma 2.5 we deduce immediately:

Proposition 2.7. Let T be a labeled tableau and k ∈ Free(T ). The tableau T [k]
is a packed tableau in which k labels the only free row or column.

2.3. Merging tableaux. Since we described a way to split a tableau into smaller
tableaux, it is natural to try to reconstruct the original tableau, so we need to de�ne
a way to merge tableaux together.

De�nition 7 (the function merge). Let T and T ′ be two alternative tableaux
labeled on disjoint integer sets L and L′. Then T ′′ = merge(T, T ′) is a labeled
tableau de�ned as follows: its label set is L′′ = L ∪ L′, where k ∈ L′′ labels a row
in T ′′ if and only if it labels a row in either T or T ′. Then the cell (i, j) ∈ T ′′ is
�lled with a left arrow at (i, j) if i, j ∈ L (respectively i, j ∈ L′) and (i, j) is a left
arrow in T (resp. in T ′). Up arrows in T ′′ are de�ned similarly, and the other cells
are left empty.

Note that the empty cells of merge(T, T ′) correspond either to empty cells in T
or T ′, or to cells (i, j) for which one of i, j belongs to L and the other to L′. An
example of merging is given on Figure 5.

Note that we make a slight abuse of notation in writing merge(T, T ′), since the
operation of merging depends crucially on the labels and not merely on the tableaux.
This will not cause any problem in the rest of the paper, since we will always use
it when the labels of the tableaux are clear from the context. We now record some
immediate properties of the merging procedure in the following proposition:
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Figure 5. Merging of two tableaux.

Proposition 2.8. Given T, T ′ as above, then T ′′ = merge(T, T ′) is an alterna-
tive tableau. If k ∈ Free(T ′′), then either k ∈ Free(T ) and T ′′[k] = T [k], or
k ∈ Free(T ′) and T ′′[k] = T ′[k].Moreover, the application merge is symmetric, i.e.
merge(T, T ′) = merge(T ′, T ); it is also associative, in the sense that if T1, T2, T3 are
tableaux labeled by pairwise disjoint sets, then merge(T1,merge(T2, T3)) = merge(merge(T1, T2), T3).

The last two properties allow us to extend the domain of merge: given a �nite
collection of tableaux C = (Ti)i∈I with pairwise disjoint label sets, we can merge
all tableaux in C by de�ning

merge(C) = merge(Ti1 ,merge(Ti2 , . . . ,merge(Tit−1 , Tit))),

where i1, . . . , it is any ordering of the index set I; this is well de�ned thanks to the
properties of symmetry and associativity.

2.4. Decomposition of tableaux. The following theorem is the main structural
result of this paper; together with Corollary 2.4, it describes a recursive structure
that completely characterizes alternative tableaux. This will be applied in the
remaining sections, �rst to easily obtain old and new enumerative results, and
then to give bijections between alternative tableaux, certain classes of trees, and
permutations of integers.

Theorem 2.9. Let i, j be nonnegative integers, and L be a label set. The function
split : T 7→ {T [k], k ∈ Free(T )} is a bijection between:

• Tableaux in Ai,j labeled by L, and
• Sets of i+j packed tableaux, with i of them in A1,0 and j in A0,1, all labeled
in such a way that their i+ j label sets form a partition of L.

The inverse bijection is the operation merge.

Proof: First, it is precisely the content of Proposition 2.7 that this function is
well de�ned. The fact that split ◦merge is equal to the identity is an immediate
consequence of Proposition 2.8. What remains to be proven is that merge ◦ split
is the identity on A(n): that is, we need to show that given a tableau T , merging
the labeled tableaux {T [k], k ∈ Free(T )} gives back the tableau T . Let us then
denote by T ′ the tableau merge ◦ split(T ) = merge((T [k])k∈Free(T )), and show that
we have T ′ = T . We note immediately that the (labeled) shapes of T and T ′

coincide, so we have to show that the contents of all cells are identical. Let then
c (respectively c′) be the content of a cell (i, j) in T (resp. in T ′). If i and j are
labels of the same tableau T [k] (for a certain k), then c is the content of (i, j) in
T [k] by the de�nition of split; but by de�nition of merge, this is also equal to c′.
Otherwise, i and j belong respectively to tableaux T [k] and T [k′] with k 6= k′, and
in this case c is necessarily empty by Lemma 2.6; and by the de�nition of merge
again, c′ is also empty. Thus T = T ′ and the result is proved. �
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Figure 6. The decomposition split.

An immediate corollary of the theorem is the following, which gives a di�erent
way of decomposing tableaux:

Corollary 2.10. There is a bijection divide between (i) tableaux in Ai,j(n) labeled
by a set L, and (ii) pairs of tableaux (P,Q) ∈ Ai,0 × A0,j labeled by sets LP and
LQ such that {LP , LQ} is a partition of L.

Proof: Let T be a tableau in Ai,j(n) labeled by a set L. First use the bijection split
of the previous theorem, and, among the tableaux obtained, separate the ones in
A1,0 and the ones in A0,1; merge separately each of these two collections to obtain
the tableaux P and Q of the theorem. �

There is a more direct way to obtain the same bijection: consider the subsets
of labels A = ∪kT (k) and B = ∪lT (l), where k (respectively l) goes through the
labels of the free rows of T (resp. the free columns). Then de�ne simply P := T [A]
and Q := T [B].

1258912
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Figure 7. The tableaux (P,Q) = divide(T0) for the tableau T0 of
Figure 2, left.

3. Enumeration

We will show that, using the structure of alternative tableaux discovered in
Section 2, it is easy to prove various enumeration results in a simple way, starting
with the plain enumeration of alternative tableaux according to their size.

3.1. Labeled combinatorial classes. From the decompositions of Theorem 2.9
and Corollary 2.10, one can easily write down equations for the combinatorial class
A of alternative tableaux, in the manner of Flajolet and Sedgewick [8]. Indeed,
Theorem 2.9 says that the number of tableaux labeled on a set L is the same as the
number of ways to partition L and then choose, for each block b of this partition,
a tableau labeled on b belonging to either A0,1 or A1,0; in the language of [8], this
is written:

(3.1) A = SET (A0,1 +A1,0).
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Similarly, a consequence of Corollary 2.10 is

(3.2) A = A0,∗ ?A∗,0.

This means that an alternative tableau labeled on L is obtained by choosing
two alternative tableaux P,Q in A0,∗ and A∗,0, labeled respectively by LP and LQ
which are disjoint and whose union is equal to L. The advantage of describing our
theorems in this way is that there is an automatic way to write down equations for
the corresponding exponential generating functions, with the added possibility of
taking into account certain parameters; this is what we will do in the rest of this
Section.

As a matter of fact, the natural framework for the study of alternative tableaux
is arguably the theory of species on a totally ordered set, cf. Chapter 5. in [1]. This
is not needed for the results in this work and therefore we will not develop this
path.

3.2. The number of alternative tableaux. We will give �rst a simple proof of
the well known fact that alternative tableaux of size n are enumerated by (n+ 1)!;
not surprisingly, that is where the original permutation tableaux got their name.
Let A(z),B(z) and C(z) be the exponential generating functions of tableaux in A,
A0,∗ and A0,1 according to their length, that is:

A(z) =
∑
n≥0

A(n)
zn

n!
, B(z) =

∑
n≥0

A0,∗(n)
zn

n!
, and C(z) =

∑
n≥0

A0,1(n)
zn

n!
.

On the one hand, Corollary 2.3 implies the following relations on generating
functions:

(3.3) B′(z) = A(z) and C ′′(z) = A(z).

On the other hand, note that A1,0 and A∗,0 have respectively the generating
functions C(z) and B(z): this is immediate by transposition (cf. Proposition 2.1).
So we can use the combinatorial equations (3.2) and (3.1) to obtain the functional
equations A(z) = B2 and A(z) = exp(2C(z)), by an application of the principles
found in [8]. Together with (3.3), we get the di�erential equations B′ = B(z)2 and
C ′′ = exp(2C). With the obvious initial conditions B(0) = 1, C(0) = 0, C ′(0) = 1,
the solutions to these are respectively B(z) = 1

1−z and C(z) = − log(1−z). Taking
coe�cients, we obtain A0,∗(n) = n! and A0,1(n) = (n − 1)!, which both give us
A(n) = (n+ 1)! by Corollary 2.4. To sum up we have:

Proposition 3.1. We have the following expressions:

A(z) =
1

(1− z)2
, B(z) =

1
1− z

, and C(z) = − log(1− z)

3.3. Re�ned enumeration. In fact we can do much better by introducing some
statistics. Let Ai,j(n, k) be the number of tableaux in Ai,j(n) with k rows, where we
allow i = ∗ or j = ∗. We de�ne the corresponding generating functions Ai,j(z, u) =∑
n,k≥0Ai,j(n, k) z

n

n! u
k and A(z, u, x, y) =

∑
i,j≥0 x

iyjAi,j(z, u). We have then the
following re�ned enumeration:

Theorem 3.2.

(3.4) A(z, u, x, y) = exp
(
zy(1− u) + (x+ y) ln

(
1− u

1− u exp(z(1− u))

))
Proof: By the main Theorem 2.9, we know that the number of free rows (re-
spectively free columns) of a tableau is equal to the number of tableaux in A1,0
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(resp. A0,1) under the bijection split. We can then use Equation (3.1) and insert
parameters x and y in it (cf. [8, Chapter III]) and this gives the equation:

(3.5) A(z, u, x, y) = exp(xA1,0(z, u)) exp(yA0,1(z, u))

Now we have A0,1(n, k) = A1,0(n, k) if n > 1, by the remark following Propo-
sition 2.2. If n = 1, we have A1,0(1, 1) = 1 and A1,0(1, k) = 0 for k 6= 1, while
A0,1(1, 0) = 1 and A0,1(1, k) = 0 for k 6= 0. Passing to generating functions we get
A0,1(z, u) = A1,0(z, u) + z(1− u), so that Equation (3.5) implies

(3.6) A(z, u, x, y) = exp ((x+ y)A1,0 + zy(1− u)) .

Using the bijections cutr and cutc, we get an immediate re�nement of Corollary 2.4
gives us

A(n, k) = A0,∗(n+ 1, k) = A∗,0(n+ 1, k + 1) = A1,0(n+ 2, k + 1),

for n, k ≥ 0. This translates into the following equations for the generating func-
tions, where all derivatives here are taken with respect to the variable z:

A′0,∗(z, u) = A(z, u);(3.7)

A∗,0(z, u) = uA0,∗(z, u) + (1− u);(3.8)

A′1,0(z, u) = uA0,∗(z, u).(3.9)

Since the number of rows of merge(T, T ′) is the sum of the number of rows
of T and T ′, we have the equation A(z, u) = A0,∗(z, u) · A0,∗(z, u) by insert-
ing the parameter u in Equation (3.2). Using Equations (3.7) and (3.8) we get
A′0,∗(z, u) = A0,∗(z, u) · (A0,∗(z, u) + (u− 1)). Taking into account the initial con-
dition A0,∗(0, u) = 1, this di�erential equation is easily solved and gives us

(3.10) A0,∗(z, u) =
(1− u)

exp(z(u− 1))− u
.

Now we can easily integrate this and by Equation (3.9) we obtain

A1,0(z, u) = ln
(

1− u
1− u exp(z(1− u))

)
.

Now it su�ces to replace A1,0(z, u) in (3.6) and the result follows. �

From this theorem, we have the following corollary, �rst proved in [3] by a
complicated recurrence:

Corollary 3.3. De�ne the polynomial An(x, y) =
∑
i,j Ai,j(n)xiyj; then we have

the following expression:

(3.11) An(x, y) =
n−1∏
i=0

(x+ y + i)

Proof: It is easily seen that for u = 1 the expression inside the logarithm in (3.4)
boils down to (1− z), so

A(z, 1, x, y) = exp(−(x+ y) log(1− z)) = (1− z)−(x+y)

=
∑
n≥0(x+ y)(x+ y + 1) · · · (x+ y + n− 1) z

n

n!

It su�ces to take the coe�cient of z
n

n! on both sides to obtain the result. Note
that in fact we just need , which would give a simpler derivation of this corollary.�
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3.4. Decorated tableaux. In their study of the Asymmetric exclusion process
in the case q = 1, Corteel and Williams [6] managed to express the stationary
distribution in terms of alternative tableaux with certain weights. In particular,
the so called partition function can be expressed combinatorially. Following [6], let
us call decorated alternative tableau an alternative tableau where each arrow can
be in two states, marked and unmarked: a usual alternative tableau with k arrows
thus gives rise to 2k di�erent decorated alternative tableaux.

Theorem 3.4 ([6]). The number of decorated alternative tableaux of length n is
equal to 2nn!.

We give a simple proof of this fact based on the recursive structure of tableaux:

Proof: Let Ã(z) (respectively C̃(z)) be the exponential generating function of
decorated tableaux (resp. decorated tableaux such that the underlying alternative

tableau belongs to A0,1). Note that, by transposition, C̃(z) can equivalently be
de�ned by replacing A0,1 by A1,0. Remember that arrows correspond to non free
rows and columns: so this is an additive parameter of tableaux with respect to the
decomposition split. Thus from Equation (3.1) we get immediately

(3.12) Ã(z) = exp(2C̃(z)).

But since tableaux in A0,1(n) (for n ≥ 1) have exactly n − 1 non free rows and
columns, each of them gives rise to 2n−1 decorated tableaux. In terms of generating

functions this means that C̃(z) = C(2z)
2 . Now we know that C(z) = − log(1 − z)

by Proposition 3.1, so after substituting in Equation (3.12) we get

Ã(z) =
1

1− 2z
and the result follows by taking the coe�cient of zn/n! on both sides. �

The proof in [6] is more involved, but has the nice feature of being bijective. It
turns out that the proof above can be easily �bijectivized�:

Proposition 3.5. There is a bijection between (i) decorated tableaux of length n,
and (ii) tableaux in A0,∗(n) such that all rows and columns can be marked.

Since we will give in Section 5 a bijection between tableaux of A0,∗(n) and
permutations on n elements, this will indeed give a fully bijective proof of Theorem
3.4.

Proof: Let T be a tableau of length n, with standard labeling, and let P,Q be
the tableaux respectively in A∗,0 and A0,∗ obtained by the procedure divide of
Corollary 2.10, together with their label sets LP and LQ: we also naturally let rows
and columns of P and Q be marked whenever they were originally marked in T .
Now de�ne a marked labeled tableau P ′ as follows: the underlying tableau is tr(P )
and the labels are given by LP . For the marks, note that transposition exchanges
(free) rows and (free) columns. We keep the marks of P in P ′ for all non free rows
and columns. Now P has no free columns (so that P ′ has no free rows), and all its
free rows are unmarked by the de�nition of decorated tableaux: the corresponding
free columns in P ′ are de�ned to be all marked.

So P ′ andQ are two marked, labeled tableaux inA0,∗, therefore T
′ := merge(P ′, Q)

is a marked, labeled tableau in A0,∗(n), and we claim that T 7→ T ′ is the desired
bijection. Indeed, let us describe the inverse bijection. Given U a marked tableau
in A0,∗(n), let (j1, . . . , jk) be the labels of the marked free columns, and (l1, . . . , lt)
the labels of the unmarked free columns. De�ne then R (respectively S) as the
tableau T [X] where X is the subset of labels ∪T (ji) (resp. ∪T (li)); these are both
labeled, marked tableaux in A0,∗. Now transpose the tableau R, keeping all marks
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except the ones corresponding to the original labels (j1, . . . , jk) which are deleted.
Merge the resulting tableau R′ with S, and let U ′ be the resulting labeled, marked
tableau: it is clear that it has no marks on free rows and columns, and U ′ is thus
a decorated tableau. It is then easy to see that U 7→ U ′ is the wanted inverse
bijection. �

3.5. Symmetric tableaux. We call a tableau symmetric if it is �xed by the oper-
ation of transposition de�ned in Section 1. Clearly symmetric tableaux have even
length since they have the same number of rows and columns. We have then the
following enumeration

Proposition 3.6. The number of symmetric tableaux of size 2n is 2nn!.

Proof: Let T be a symmetric tableau of size 2n with standard labeling. If k labels
a row, then 2n+ 1− k labels a free column. In fact, even more is true: the tableau
T [2n+1−k] labeled by T (2n+1−k) is the transpose of the tableau T [k] labeled by
T (k), and the labels verify T (2n+ 1− k) = {2n+ 1− `, ` ∈ T (k)}. By the bijection
of Corollary 2.10, symmetric tableaux are thus in one to one correspondence with
pairs of labeled tableaux (P,Q) ∈ A∗,0(n) × A0,∗(n), where Q = tr(P ) and the
labels verify LQ = {2n+ 1− `, ` ∈ LP } as well as LQ = {1, . . . , 2n} − LP .

Thus all symmetric tableaux are obtained in the following manner: pick an
alternative tableau U in A∗,0(n), and for each pair {i, 2n + 1 − i}, i = 1 . . . n pick
one of the two integers; letX be the set of the chosen integers and Y the complement
of X in {1, . . . , 2n}. Then merge U labeled by X and tr(U) labeled by Y : this is a
symmetric tableau. Since A∗,0(n) has n! elements and there are clearly 2n choices
for the labels X, the result follows. We illustrate the correspondence T 7→ P on
Figure 8. �

12
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9

12

11 7

Figure 8. A symmetric tableau and its associated column packed
tableau.

So symmetric tableaux of size n are equinumerous with signed permutations of
{1, . . . , n}, which are permutations on {1, . . . , n} in which signs + or − are attached
to each letter; we actually describe a bijection at the end of Section 5.2.

In the work of Lam and Williams [11], permutation tableaux for the type Bn
are de�ned, also enumerated by 2nn!. It is actually possible to show that their
tableaux are in bijection with symmetric alternative tableaux, by adapting suitably
the bijection α from Theorem 1.1 to the symmetric case. We note that these
permutation tableaux for the type Bn were de�ned as a certain subclass of diagrams
that appeared naturally in the context of Coxeter groups of type Bn. It is quite
surprising that when one starts with alternative tableaux (originally related to the
ASEP), and then considers those that are symmetric, one obtains con�gurations
that are in simple bijection with permutation tableaux of type Bn. This raises the
following question: given a �nite Coxeter system (W,S), is there a natural way to
associate to each of the elements of W a certain generalized alternative tableau ?
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4. Alternative trees and forests

In this section we will give bijections from alternative tableaux to various families
of planes and forests, all of which ensuing from Theorem 2.9 or Corollary 2.10.

All trees considered are rooted and plane, by which we mean as usual that the
children of every vertex are linearly ordered. Furthermore, we will consider labeled
trees and forests, where the labels will be pairwise di�erent integers attached to the
vertices; these integers form the label set of the tree or forest.

De�nition 8 (Minimal and Maximal vertices). Given a vertex v in a labeled tree,
we say that v is minimal (respectively maximal) if its label is smaller (resp. bigger)
than all its descendants.

4.1. Plane alternative trees and forests.

De�nition 9 (Plane alternative tree). A plane alternative tree is a labeled rooted
plane tree with black and white vertices, such that:

• each white vertex is minimal, its children are black and have decreasing
labels from left to right;

• each black vertex is maximal, its children are white and have increasing
label from left to right.

A plane alternative forest is a set of plane alternative trees.

We represent a plane tree on Figure 9.

1

13 12 11

3 6 2 8

7 10 9

4 5

Figure 9. A plane alternative tree.

In this subsection we show that these trees are the natural object encoding the
recursive structure described in Section 2.

First we de�ne the function Tree which goes from labeled packed tableaux to
alternative trees. Let T ∈ A1,0 be labeled, then T ′ := cutr(T ) is an element of
A0,m by Lemma 2.3 for a certain m; let then T ′1, . . . , T

′
m be the labeled tableaux

of A0,1 given by split(T ′), and ` be the label of the top row of T . Symmetrically,
if T ∈ A0,1, then we let the T ′i be the tableaux of A1,0 obtained by applying in
succession cutc and break, and ` be the label of the leftmost column.

De�nition 10 (Tree and Forest). We de�ne Tree(T ) recursively to be the tree
whose root is white (respectively black) and labeled by `, and whose subtrees at-
tached to the roots trees are {Tree(T ′i )}i=1...m, arranged from left to right in in-
creasing (respectively decreasing) order of the labels of their roots if T ∈ A1,0 (resp.
∈ A0,1).

If T is any labeled alternative tableau, and Ti be the labeled packed tableaux
given by split(T ) from Theorem 2.9, we de�ne Forest(T ) as the labeled forest con-
sisting of the trees Tree(Ti).
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The forest Forest(T0) for the alternative tableau of Figure 2 is represented on
Figure 10.

12 5

10 3

2 1 4

9

6

8

7

11 13

Figure 10. A plane alternative forest.

Theorem 4.1. Tree is a bijection from packed labeled alternative tableaux of length
n to plane alternative trees with n vertices (with the same label set). Forest is a
bijection from labeled alternative tableaux of length n to plane alternative forests
with n vertices (with the same label set).

Proof: Note �rst that the claim about Forest is an immediate corollary of the
result for Tree, thanks to Theorem 2.9.

The proof is mostly straightforward, and consists simply of noticing that the
recursive structure of tableaux given by Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.3 is naturally
encoded by alternative trees. The only point that needs to be checked is the min-
imality of white vertices (the maximality of black vertices being clearly proved
symmetrically): when a white vertex is added in a tree, its label ` is the �rst row
of a tableau T , and the labels of its descendants are the labels of the other rows
and columns of T , which by de�nition of the labeling of tableaux are indeed larger
than `.

So Tree is well de�ned, and the inverse (recursive) construction is clear: given
a tree t with root labeled `, construct (recursively) the labeled packed tableau
Tree−1(t′) for each root subtree t′, then merge all these tableaux to get a tableau
T , and �nish by applying blockc or blockr (according to the root color) to T , labeling
the new row or column by `: the result is Tree−1(t). �

4.2. Arc diagrams. We now introduce alternative arc diagrams, that turn out
to be a nice representation of plane alternative forests. We will call arc diagram
the data of points aligned horizontally, labeled increasingly from left to right by
integers and of arcs (i, j), i < j where i, j are two of the labels. It is thus a particular
representation of a labeled (simple, loopless) graph where the vertices are ordered
according to their value. Given an arc diagram, we say that an arc (i, j) is topmost
on its right side if there is no arc (k, j) with k < j, and that it is topmost on its
left side if there is no arc (j, `) with ` > j.

De�nition 11 (alternative arc diagram). Let L be a label set of size at least 2,
with minimal and maximal elements m and M respectively. An arc diagram with
points labeled by L is called alternative if the following three conditions are veri�ed:

(1) at each vertex i, there are no two arcs (k, i) and (i, j) for some integers
k < i < j.

(2) as an abstract graph, it is a tree;
(3) each arc (i, j) 6= (m,M) is topmost on exactly one of its sides.

An example is shown on Figure 11. Every arc has been oriented from its topmost
side for clarity; moreover, a vertex i is colored white when all arcs adjacent to it
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Figure 11. Alternative arc diagram.

are of the form (i, j) with j > i; it is colored black otherwise. Let F be a plane
alternative forest labeled on [[1, n]], and consider n + 2 points aligned horizontally
with labels 0, 1, . . . , n + 1 from left to right. Add an arc between points i and j
for each edge (i, j) of the forest, an arc (0, b`) for each black root b` and an arc
(n + 1, wk) for each white root wk. Finally put an arc between 0 and n + 1, and
let the resulting arc diagram be φ(F ). For instance, the diagram of Figure 11
corresponds through φ to the forest of Figure 10.

Proposition 4.2. The procedure φ is a bijection from alternative forests to alter-
native arc diagrams .

Proof: We �rst check the three conditions in the de�nition 11, then show the
bijectivity. Let us be given a set of arcs φ(F ) on n+ 2 points coming from a forest
F , and let's show that it is an arc diagram. Condition 1. is trivial for points 0 and
n+ 1; every other point i is the label of a vertex in F . If this vertex is black, then
all its descendants have smaller labels, and its father also; therefore in the diagram,
all arcs go to the left of i. A similar proof shows that all white vertices become
points from which all arcs go right. Condition 2. is clear, because F is a forest by
hypothesis, and the arcs (0, b`),(wk, n+ 1) and (0, n+ 1) make this into a tree.

We �nally want to check condition 3.; let an arc e = (i, j) 6= (0, n + 1), i < j,
be given. If i = 0 or j = n + 1 the result is immediate; now suppose e is topmost
in i; we'll show that it's not topmost in j, and by symmetry we'll have that if e
is topmost in j then it's not topmost in i, which will conclude the proof. But e
topmost in i means that j is the father of i in F ; by minimality, the father of j will
necessarily be less than i, so that e is not topmost in j. And if j has no father in
F , then it's black root and thus there is an arc (0, j) so that e is not topmost in j
in this case either.

Consider now the following construction: given an arc diagram, color in white
(respectively black) all points ( 6= 0, n+ 1) at which arcs go to the left (resp. to the
right). Then destroy all arcs (0, j) and (j, n+ 1): the corresponding vertices i and
j are then roots of certain trees, which form a forest. It is immediate that this is
precisely the inverse of the previous construction from forests to diagrams. �

4.3. Crossings. There is a very elementary way to describe the composition of
Forest with the bijection φ; let us call Arc this bijection φ ◦ Forest from labeled
tableaux to diagrams.

Given a tableau T of length n with standard labeling, and n+ 2 points labeled
from 0 to n+ 1. Then draw an arc (i, j) for all cells (i, j) �lled with an arrow (up
or left). Draw also an arc (0, j) for each free column j, an arc (i, n + 1) for each
free row i, and �nally an arc (0, n + 1); the result is the alternative arc diagram
Arc(T ). We have then the result
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Proposition 4.3. The construction Arc is a bijection from alternative tableaux of
length n to alternative arc diagrams on the labels {0, 1, . . . , n + 1}, and coincides
with the composition φ ◦ Forest.

In an alternative arc diagram, we call crossing a pairs of arcs (i′, j), (i, j′) with
i′ < i < j < j′; the crossing is a out-crossing if these arcs are topmost in j and i
respectively. We now relate such crossings to the free cells of alternative tableau, as
de�ned after De�nition 2, and whose importance is underlined by Proposition 1.3.
These free cells are also interesting in connection with permutations, see [3, 16] for
instance.

Proposition 4.4. Let T be an alternative tableau with standard labeling. A cell
(i, j) in T is free if and only if there exists i′, j′ such that (i, j′), (i′, j) is an out-
crossing of Arc(T ); i′ and j′ are in this case unique.

Proof: By de�nition, a cell (i, j) is free if the two following conditions are veri�ed:

• Row i is free, or there is a left arrow in a cell (i, j′) with j < j′;
• Column j is free, or there is an up arrow in a cell (i′, j) with i′ < i.

Note that the indices j′ and i′ are necessarily unique if they exist. The �rst
condition corresponds in the arc diagram to a unique arc (i, j′) topmost in i with
j′ > i, while the second condition corresponds to a unique arc (i′, j) topmost in j
with i′ < i, which achieves the proof. �

Note that free cells are not so easily visualized when tableaux are represented
as plane alternative forests. As a corollary, we have the following well known
enumeration, of which we give here a new simple bijective proof.

Corollary 4.5. [3, 4, 18] Tableaux of size n with no free cells are counted by the
Catalan number Cn+1.

Proof: By Theorem 4.4, such tableaux are in bijection with alternative arc dia-
grams on n+2 points with no out-crossing. In fact, such diagrams have no crossing
at all: suppose there was such a crossing (i′, j), (i, j′) in Arc(T ) with i < i′ < j < j′.
Then in the tableau T there are arrows in both (i′, j) and (i, j′); but this implies
that the cell (i, j) is free, which is absurd because this would mean that there is a
out-crossing in Arc(T ).

So we have to enumerate alternative arc diagrams with no crossings, and in
the �topmost� condition in De�nition 11 is easily seen to be super�uous; the arc
diagrams Arc(T ) for T of size n with no free cells are then identi�ed with the
well known called noncrossing alternating trees. These objects are in bijection with
binary trees with n+ 1 vertices and thus are counted by the Catalan number Cn :
this is done in [15], exercise 6.19 (p) for instance. �

4.4. Binary alternative trees. We describe more brie�y the trees that appear
when one encodes the recursive structure of alternative tableaux re�ected by Corol-
lary 2.10; as can be expected, binary trees are obtained.

De�nition 12 (Binary alternative trees). A binary alternative tree of size n is a
labeled binary tree with n vertices such that each left child is maximal, while each
right child is minimal; the root is either maximal or maximal.

We will note Bmin (respectively Bmax) the class of binary alternative trees where
the root is minimal (resp. maximal). We remark that these trees were already
de�ned by Burstein [2] in the context of permutation tableaux. They consist a
variation of the binary increasing trees, in which every vertex is minimal; here we
distinguish left and right sons.
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Figure 12. Binary alternative trees.

Let n > 0, and T be a tableau in A0,∗(n) labeled by L. If T is the empty tableau,
set Binmin(T ) = Binmax(T ) = ∅. Otherwise, de�ne m ∈ L to be the label of the
�rst row of T , let T ′ be the labeled tableau cutr(T ), and �nally let P and Q be the
labeled tableaux given by (P,Q) := divide(T ′) ∈ A∗,0 × A0,∗ using the bijection
of Corollary 2.10. By induction, we de�ne Binmin(T ) as the tree in Bmin with a
root labeled m with right subtree equal to Binmin(P ) and left subtree equal to
Binmax(Q).
Binmax(T ) is de�ned similarly for tableaux T in A∗,0(n), except that m is the

label of the �rst column of T and T ′ = cutc(T ).

Lemma 4.6. Binmin is a bijection from A0,∗ to Bmin, and Binmax is a bijection
from A∗,0 to Bmax.

Now let T be any labeled alternative tableau, and set

CoupleBin(T ) := (Binmax(P ), Binmin(Q))

, in which (P,Q) are the labeled tableaux given by divide(T ).

Theorem 4.7. CoupleBin is a bijection from alternative tableaux labeled by a set
L to pairs of trees (b1, b2) ∈ Bmax×Bmin with respective labels L1 and L2 verifying
L1 t L2 = L.

5. Alternative tableaux and permutations

In this Section we de�ne a bijection from alternative tableaux to permutations,
which relies on the representation of tableaux as trees form 4.1. We then show that
this bijection is equivalent to two other ones that already appeared in the literature.

5.1. Some de�nitions. We de�ne a permutation as a word on the alphabet of
integers with no repeated letters. For a permutation w = a1a2 · · · ak, we de�ne the
support of w as supp(w) := {a1, . . . , ak}, i.e. the set of positive integers that appear
in it; by de�nition of a permutation this set has cardinal equal to k.

A RL-maximum (respectively a RL-minimum) in a permutation is a letter that
is greater (resp. smaller) than all the letters to its left. RL stands for �right to left�,
a RL-minimum being a letter that is greater than all those seen before when one
reads the word from right to left.

De�nition 13 (shifted RL-maximum). Let w be a permutation, and consider its
factorization w1mw2, where m is the smallest element of supp(w). A shifted RL-
maximum of w is a RL−maximum of the permutation w1.

A descent in a permutation a1 · · · ak is a letter ai greater than ai+1, and an
ascent is a letter smaller than the next one; by convention the last letter of a word
is considered to be an ascent.
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5.2. Bijection with permutations. We construct here a bijection Ψ from plane
alternative forests to permutations; composition with the function Forest will give
us a bijection ΦN from tableaux of length n to permutations of {0, . . . , n}.

Let T be a plane alternative tree; we de�ne a permutation ψ(T ) recursively. If T
is reduced to one vertex labeledm, then we set ψ(T ) = m. Otherwise, let T1, . . . , Tk
be the subtrees attached to the root (from left to right), and m be the label of the
root. Then the permutation attached to T is the word ψ(T ) := ψ(T1) . . . ψ(Tk)m.
In other words, we do a postorder traversal of the tree.

Lemma 5.1. ψ is a bijection between (i) trees with a black root (respectively white
root) labeled on L and (ii) permutations with support L ending with the letter
max(L) (resp. min(L)).

Proof: The key observation is the following: if T is a tree with subtrees T1, . . . , Tk
as above, then in the permutation w = ψ(T1) . . . ψ(Tk), the last letters of the words
ψ(Ti) are exactly the RL-minima of w (respectively the RL-maxima of w) if T has
a black root (resp. a white root). This is proved immediately by induction, since
it is a translation of the fact that black vertices are maximal, white vertices are
minimal, and that the subtrees of a black vertex (respectively a white vertex) are
ordered in the increasing order of their root labels (respectively the decreasing order
of these labels). From this remark one can immediately de�e an inverse to ψ. �

Note that from this Lemma and the bijection Tree, we have that A0,1(n) =
(n− 1)! immediately, as proved in Proposition 3.1.

Now let F be alternative forest of size n with label set L, composed of the trees
T1, . . . , Ti with white roots, ordered in increasing order of their roots, and T ′1, . . . , T

′
j

with black roots in decreasing order of their roots. Let us also �x x < min(L). Then
the permutation Ψ(F ) is de�ned as the concatenation

Ψ(F ) := ψ(T ′1) · · ·ψ(T ′j) · x · ψ(T1) · · ·ψ(Ti).

Proposition 5.2. Let L be a label set, and x < min(L). Then Ψ is a bijec-
tion between plane alternative forests labeled by L and permutations w such that
supp(w) = L ∪ {x}. If σ = Ψ(F ) and i ∈ L, then i labels a white root (respectively
a black root, a white vertex, a black vertex) of F if and only if i is a RL-minimum
in σ (resp. a shifted RL-maximum, an ascent, a descent).

Proof: The proof that Φ is bijective is essentially the same as the one for ψ, and
the rest follows immediately from its de�nition. �

Now we can de�ne our bijection ΦN := Ψ ◦ Forest from labeled alternative
tableaux to permutations. Note that it requires to �x not only a labeled set L, but
also an integer x smaller than min(L). When T ∈ A has the standard labeling, we
will naturally take x = 0, and with this convention we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.3 (Bijection ΦN ). The bijection ΦN is a bijective correspondence be-
tween alternative tableaux of size n and permutations of {0, . . . , n}. Furthermore,
if σ = ΦN (T ) and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then i labels a row (respectively a column, a free
row, a free column) in the standard labeling of T if and only if i is an ascent (resp.
a descent, a RL-minima, a shifted RL-maxima) of σ.

It is easy to see what symmetric tableaux are sent to via the bijection ΦN .
Using the decomposition described in the proof of Proposition 3.6, it is equivalent
to perform the bijection ΦN on tableaux in A∗,0(n) labeled by sets L ⊆ {1, . . . , 2n}
such that L contains exactly one element in each pair {i, 2n+1− i} for i = 1, . . . , n.
The permutations obtained by ΦN are exactly words of length n labeled by such
sets L, preceded by a 0. Now if we replace each entry 2n + 1 − i (i ≤ n) in this
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word by a barred letter ī, then we get a bijection with permutations where letters
may be barred.

Proposition 5.4. The bijection ΦN induces a bijection between symmetric alter-
native tableaux of size 2n and signed permutations of size n, i.e. permutations on
{1, . . . , n} such that each letter may be barred.

This gives a bijective proof of the fact that symmetric tableaux of size 2n are
counted by 2nn!.

5.3. An ubiquitous bijection. In this section we point out that the bijection ΦN
is identical to two bijections that have appeared previously in the literature.

5.3.1. Corteel and Nadeau's bijection I. In the work of the author with Sylvie Cor-
teel [3], two bijections were de�ned between permutation tableaux and permuta-
tions; we show that the �rst of these bijections is identical to the bijection ΦN .

We recall this bijection ΦC ; starting with a tableau T , we will de�ne it algorith-
mically, by successively inserting row and column labels in a word until we reach
the desired permutation. Initialize the word to the list of the labels of free rows in
increasing order, preceded by 0. Considering the columns of T successively from
left to right, perform the following with j the current column label: if the column
has no up arrow, insert j to the left of 0, while if it has an up arrow in position
(i, j) then insert j to the left of i. In both cases, if i1, . . . , ik are the labels of the
rows containing a left arrow in column j, insert i1, . . . , ik in increasing order to the
left of j. When the rightmost column has been processed, we have obtain is the
desired permutation ΦC(T ).
Example: Let us apply this on the left of tableau T0 of Figure 2; the free

rows are labeled by 4, 11 and 13, so we obtain initially (0, 4, 11, 13). For column
number 12, no up arrow, a left arrow in row 10: we get (10, 12,0, 4, 11, 13). Column
number 9 has an up arrow in row 4 and a left arrow in rows 6 and 7: we thus
obtain (10, 12,0, 6, 7, 9, 4, 11, 13). For the remaining columns 8, 5, 2, 1, we obtain
successively

(10, 12,0, 8, 6, 7, 9, 4, 11, 13), (10, 12, 3, 5,0, 8, 6, 7, 9, 4, 11, 13),
(10, 12, 3, 5, 2,0, 8, 6, 7, 9, 4, 11, 13)

and �nally

ΦC(T0) = (10, 12, 3, 5, 2, 1,0, 8, 6, 7, 9, 4, 11, 13).
This is the same result as applying ΦN , and this is indeed no coincidence:

Proposition 5.5. The bijection ΦC coincides with the main bijection ΦN .

Proof: We will prove that the plane alternative forest corresponding to the permu-
tation ΦC(T ) coincides with the plane alternative forest attached to an alternative
tableau T , i.e. that we have Forest = Ψ(−1) ◦ ΦC .

The reasoning goes by induction on the number of columns of T . Suppose �rst
that T has no column, and let i1 < . . . < ik be the labels of its (necessarily free)
rows. Then ΦC(T ) is simply the permutation 0, i1, . . . , ik, and the forest attached
to this permutation is nothing else than the completely disconnected graph with k
white vertices labeled by i1, . . . , ik: this is indeed the forest Forest(T ).

Now suppose that T possesses m > 0 columns, let j be the label of its rightmost
column, and de�ne i1 < . . . < ik as the row labels of left arrows in column j. Let
T1 be the tableau obtained by suppressing this column (we keep all the labels and
arrows of all other rows and columns); by induction, we know that σ1 := ΦC(T1)
corresponds to the forest F1 := Forest(T1). Let σ := ΦC(T ) and F := Ψ−1(σ). We
distinguish two cases:
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(1) Column j of T has no up arrow. Then the permutation σ is obtained by
inserting i1 · · · ikj to the left of 0 in σ1. The corresponding forest F is
obtained by adding a new black root to F1 labeled j, and attach to it the
white vertices i1, . . . , ik (which were previously isolated).

(2) Column j of T has an up arrow in row i. Then the permutation ΦC(T )
is obtained by inserting i1 · · · ikj to the left of i in the permutation σ1.
The corresponding forest F is obtained by adding a new black vertex to
F1 labeled j, making it the leftmost vertex of i, and attach to it the white
vertices i1, . . . , ik.

In both cases, the forest F obtained is easily seen to be precisely Forest(T ). This
proves by induction that the two functions Forest and Ψ(−1)◦ΦC coincide, and thus
we get indeed ΦN = Ψ ◦ Forest = ΦC . �

5.3.2. Viennot's bijection. After introducing the concept of alternative tableaux
in [19], Viennot gives also a bijection ΦV with permutations, which he presents
under di�erent equivalent forms. One of these forms starts from a permutation,
and the shape of a tableau (computed according to the ascents and descents of the
permutation), and proceeds to �ll the tableau little by little.

Under this form, it is easy to see that when this �lling of the tableau is done
from right to left, then it can also be shown that it is equivalent to the bijection
ΦC .

5.4. Other bijections in the literature. At the end of Burstein's paper [2], a
bijection is also introduced. We will not go into detail, but it is possible to see
that his bijection is essentially equivalent to the other ones encountered, up some
elementary transformations of permutation tableaux and of permutations.

There are two other bijections in the literature: Corteel and Nadeau's bijection
II, which is at the core of the paper [3], and Steingrímsson and Williams's original
bijection [16], already present in Postnikov's preprint [13]. It would be interesting
to study how these bijections are related to ΦN .
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